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BMW 1M                                                                                       £79,995   

 
Specification 

Year                         2011                                                      Mileage              819 Miles 

Engine Capacity      3000cc                                                  Transmission      6 Speed Manual 

Exterior Colour        Valencia Orange                                    Interior Colour    Black Leather  

Service History        Full History                 

 

Holiday in Ayia Napa Cyprus with  819 Mile BMW 1M Included. 

You read it right. This is a once in a lifetime offer. Not just does this offer include a holiday in 
one of Ayia Napa’s finest and newest hotels, this extraordinary, as new, 819 mile, Valencia 
Orange 1M is thrown in with this unique holiday deal.  
  
This is a quite genuine offer and all joking apart there is an important reason behind this 
exciting opportunity. The owner’s passion for this 1M runs so deep that he would like to meet 
and personally wish the new owner the very best as his guest at his hotel in Cyprus. 
Amazing!  
  
After years of hunting and searching for the best 1M he could find, finally in 2017 this 800 
mile example was offered to him by Sytner BMW.  Although mileage that low makes using 
any car as special as this a little frightening, he was determined that the car would be used 
occasionally for those very special events. This 1M was transported to his collection in the 
UK and sat alongside some very special cars. His Grandfather’s 1 owner from new Jaguar 
XJS, Evo 2 Integrale, Ferrari 348, two original Fiat 500s to name but a few.  
  
After months and months of mental debate and anguish, it is with great regret that the owner 
of this showroom condition 1M has decided it is time for it to find a new home. Since he 
purchased the car in 2017, normal life had been dominated by the enormous refurbishment 
programme of his hotel in Cyprus. Covid added to this problem with travel between home 
here in the UK and Cyprus restricted. Initial thoughts of taking the car to Cyprus were dashed 
as he would be responsible for an import tax as the car has covered less than 6000 KM.   
  
Despite being born in a digital age and equipped with the many digital tools our modern and 
busy lives demand, the 1M retains that true analogue feel that the old school motoring 
enthusiast still craves. BMW fully succeeded in delivering this. Simplicity was the key. Rear 
wheel drive, front engine, proper manual gearbox with a clutch and plenty of German horses 
under the bonnet. 



 
We live in an era of handsfree dialling, touch screen controls and flappy paddles. The 1M 
with its 6 speed manual gearbox is a joy for the true petrol head who loves real driving rather 
than switching to auto pilot. 
 
Long term Motorsport owners and enthusiasts were highly cynical of a turbo charged M car, 
however once behind the wheel the purist’s doubts quickly dissolved. This breathed on N54T 
engine delivered 335 bhp and when full throttle settings are used in conjunction with all 6 
gear ratios,  the 1M becomes a perfectly balanced true hooligan’s delight.  Twin staged turbo 
charging gives a staggering torque figure of 500 Nm, which means this Jekyll and Hyde 
engine will pull itself along at 1100rpm with the ability of being both docile and mind bending. 
Suspension is kept simple, with no EDC offered as an option. Incredible grip through the 19” 
rims and staggered 245 front and 265 rear tyres give the 1M go cart style handling.  
 
The knowledge you are driving one of only 450 cars produced adds to that very special 
feeling. 
  
The condition of this car is as expected and is in as new showroom condition throughout. 
  
Specification 
  
Build date 13/10/2011 
819 Miles 
Colour – Valencia Orange 
High gloss shadow line 
Exterior parts in vehicle colour 
Black leather /orange stitching 
Alcantara interior trim finishing 
6 Speed Manual 
Cruise control 
Locking wheel bolts  
Windscreen with grey wedge 
BMW Alarm system 
Auto locking on starting 
Multi-function steering wheel 
Comfort access 
Floor mats 
Warning Triangle and first aid kit 
Interior and exterior mirrors with auto dip 
Sports seats 
Electric seat function with memory 
Seat heating 
High beam assist 
Headlight cleaning 
Park Distance Control 
Rain sensor 
Xenon Lights 
Auto air conditioning 
USB Audio interface 
Hands Free Kit 
DAB Radio 
BMW Professional Radio 
Harman Kardon Surround sound system 
Isofix 
Front armrest 
Driver and passenger lumbar support 
Storage compartment package 
  
  



The car will be delivered to the new owner with all original manuals, handbooks, stamped 
service book, overmats and all original keys.   
 
Prior to handover this 1M will pass through our workshop for PDI, service, new coolant, new 
brake fluid and new MOT.  
 
Please call Barney for full details of this exceptionally low mileage, as new BMW 1M 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


